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Eligibility Criteria for Undergraduate Admissions in University of Delhi 2022-23 

 

IMPORTANT POINTS 

Admissions to all Undergraduate Programs in the University of Delhi will be based on the scores 

obtained in CUET 2022 only (except for admissions in School of Open Learning, NCWEB, and for 

Foreign Nationals) 

Candidate must appear in CUET in only those subjects in which s(he) has passed Class XII.  

In case the subject studied at Class XII is not mentioned in the CUET, the candidate must appear 

in the subject that is similar/ closely related to the subject s(he) has studied at Class XII (for 

example, if a candidate has studied Applied Mathematics in Class XII, then s(he) must appear in 

Mathematics in CUET- 2022; similarly if a candidate has studied Biochemistry in Class XII, s(he) 

must take Biology in CUET 2022). 

Merit will be based only on the ‘combination of subjects in which a candidate has appeared in 

CUET’ as mentioned in the respective Program-Specific Eligibility. 
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List of Subjects/Papers to be chosen in CUET 2022 for admission in Undergraduate Programs of 

University of Delhi  

List A:  

All Languages of Section IA and Section IB of CUET 

Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Gujarati, Odiya, Bengali, Assamese, Punjabi, 

English, Hindi, Urdu, French, Spanish, German, Nepali, Persian, Italian, Arabic, Sindhi, Kashmiri, 

Konkani, Bodo, Dogri, Maithili, Manipuri, Santhali, Tibetan, Japanese, Russian, Chinese. 

  Candidates must appear in at least one language from Section I of CUET  

List B 

Subjects mentioned in Section II of CUET have been categorized under List B.1 and List B.2. 

Candidates must refer to Program-Specific Eligibility to choose the subjects in which they should 

appear in CUET 2022 to be considered for admission to the respective program.  

  Subjects in List B.1    Subjects List B.2 

1 Accountancy/ Bookkeeping 1 Engineering Graphics 

2 Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry 

2 Entrepreneurship 

3 Business Studies 3 Knowledge Tradition and Practices India 

4 Chemistry  4 Fine Arts/ Visual Arts (Sculpture/ 
Painting)/ Commercial Arts 

5 Computer Science/ Informatics Practices/ 
Informatics Practices 

5 Teaching Aptitude 

6 Economics/ Business Economics 6 Agriculture 

7 Geography/Geology 7 Mass Media/Mass Communication 

8 History 8 Physical Education/NCC/Yoga 

9 Home Science 9 Performing Arts – i) Dance (Kathak/ 
Bharatnatyam/Kathakali/ Odissi (ii) 
Drama- Theatre (iii) Music (Carnatic 
/Rabindra Sangeet/ Hindustani 
/Percussion 

12 Mathematics    

13 Physics    

14 Political Science    

15 Psychology    

16 Sociology    
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17 Anthropology    

18 Sanskrit    

 

 

 

 

 

UG Programs in Sciences, Mathematics & Technology 

Minimum Eligibility 

All Programs The candidate must have studied and passed Class XII 
Examination or its equivalent from a single recognized board. 

 
Program Specific Eligibilities 

Programs Program Specific Eligibilities 

B.Sc. (Hons.) Anthropology Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Chemistry + Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects.   
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 

language from List A in CUET.  

B.Sc. (Hons.) Biological 
Sciences  
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Chemistry + Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry  
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Botany 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Chemistry + Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry  
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Zoology Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Chemistry + Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry  
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
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Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Biomedical 
Science 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject combination: 
Chemistry + Physics + Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry  
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Biochemistry  
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Chemistry + Biology/ Biological Studies/ 
Biotechnology/ Biochemistry + Physics 
 

OR 
Combination II: Chemistry + Biology/ Biological Studies/ 
Biotechnology/ Biochemistry + Mathematics 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects.   
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Chemistry  
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Chemistry + Mathematics 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Physics 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Chemistry + Mathematics 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Polymer 
Science 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Chemistry + Mathematics 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Computer 
Science 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one language from List A + Mathematics + Any two subjects 
out of which one should be from List B1 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects.  

B.Sc. (Hons.) Electronics 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
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Combination I:  Physics + Mathematics + Chemistry 
OR 

Combination II: Physics + Mathematics + Computer Science/ 
Informatics Practice 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) 
Instrumentation 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I:  Physics + Mathematics + Chemistry 

OR 
Combination II: Physics + Mathematics + Computer Science/ 
Informatics Practices 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons) Environmental 
Science 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Physics + Chemistry + Biology/Biological Studies/ 
Biotechnology/ Biochemistry  

OR 
Combination II: Physics + Chemistry + Mathematics 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from the 
above-mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Food 
Technology 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Physics + Chemistry + Biology/Biological Studies/ 
Biotechnology/ Biochemistry  

OR 
Combination II: Physics + Chemistry + Mathematics 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Geology Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Physics + Chemistry + Mathematics 

OR 
Combination II: Physics + Chemistry + Geography/Geology 

OR 
Combination III: Physics + Chemistry + Biology/Biological Studies/ 
Biotechnology/ Biochemistry  
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from the 
above-mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   
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B.Sc. (Hons.) Mathematics 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one language from List A + Mathematics + Any two subjects 
out of which one should be from List B1 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.Sc. (Hons.) Statistics Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one language from List A + Mathematics + Any two subjects 
out of which one should be from List B1 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Microbiology Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Chemistry + Biology/ Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry  
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Hons.) Home Science Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry / Biochemistry + Physics + Any one subject from 
either List B1 or List B2 

OR 
Combination II: Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology/ 
Biochemistry  + Chemistry + Any one subject from either List B1 or 
List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained in any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Pass) Home Science Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Any three subjects 
out of which at least two should be from List B1 

OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Section III of CUET 
(General Test)  
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects.  
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 

B.Sc. (Prog.) Applied 
Physical Sciences with 
Analytical Methods in 
Chemistry and 
Biochemistry 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Mathematics + Chemistry 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
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 Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Prog.) Applied 
Physical Sciences with 
Industrial Chemistry 
 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Mathematics + Chemistry 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B. Sc. (Prog.) Physical 
Science with Chemistry 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Physics + Mathematics + Chemistry 
Merit will be based on the CUET score obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B. Sc. (Prog.) Physical 
Science with Electronics 
 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I : Physics + Mathematics + Chemistry 

OR 
Combination II : Physics + Mathematics + Computer Science/ 
Informatics Practice 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Prog.) Physical 
Science with Computer 
Science/ Informatics 
Practices 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I : Physics + Mathematics + Chemistry 

OR 
Combination II : Physics + Mathematics + Computer Science/ 
Informatics Practices 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Prog.) Applied Life 
Science/ Life Science 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Chemistry + Physics + Biology/Biological Studies/ Biotechnology 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
Candidates must have obtained a minimum of 30% score in any one 
language of List A in CUET.   

B.Sc. (Prog.) Mathematical 
Science 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one language from List A + Mathematics + Any two subjects 
out of which one should be from List B1 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
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B.Tech. (Information 
Technology and 
Mathematical Innovation) 
 
(offered by Cluster 
Innovation Centre) 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + Section III of CUET 
(General Test) 

Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination. 

B.Sc. in Physical Education, 
Health Education & Sports 

Candidates must appear in both CUET and Performance-based test.  

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Physical Education 
from List B2 + Any two subjects out of which one should be from List 
B1  

OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 

 
AND 

Performance-Based Test 
 
Merit will be calculated by considering the ‘Combined CUET score 
(50% weightage) and Performance-based test score (50% 
weightage)’  
 
CUET score will be the best CUET score obtained from any one of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
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UG Programs in Arts and Social Sciences  

Minimum Eligibility 

All Programs The candidate must have studied and passed Class XII Examination 
or its equivalent from a single recognized board. 

 

Program Specific Eligibilities 

Programs Program Specific Eligibilities 

B.A. (Hons.)   Sanskrit Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Sanskrit from List 
B1 + Any two subjects out of which one should be from List B1  

OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2  
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I 

B.A. (Hons.) English Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
English from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + Any one 
subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects 

B.A. (Hons) Hindi Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Hindi from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + Any one subject 
from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A.(Hons.) Punjabi Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Punjabi from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 
+ Any one subject from List B1 or List B2 

OR 
Combination II: Any one language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject either from List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I.  

B.A. (Hons.)  Bengali Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Bengali from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 
+ Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
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OR 
Combination II: Any one language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I 

B.A. (Hons.)  Urdu Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Urdu from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 

OR 
Combination II: Any one language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I 

B.A. (Hons.) Arabic Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Arabic from List A + 
Any two subjects out of which one should be from List B1 

OR 
Combination II: Any one language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I.  

B.A. (Hons) Persian Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Persian from List A 
+ Any two subjects out of which one should be from List B1 

OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A1 + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I  

B.A. (Hons.) French Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + French from List A 
+ Any two subjects out of which one should be from List B1 
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OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I 

B.A. (Hons.) German Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + German from List 
A+ Any two subjects out of which one should be from List B1 

OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I  

B.A. (Hons.) Italian Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Italian from List A + 
Any two subjects out of which one should be from List B1 

OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I  

B.A. (Hons.) Spanish Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Spanish from List A 
+ Any two subjects out of which one should be from List B1 

OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Candidates who opted for Combination II for admission will be 
considered only if seats remain vacant after considering all the 
candidates who opted for Combination I 

B.A.(Hons.) Applied 
Psychology 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
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B.A.(Hons.) Psychology 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A.(Hons.) Philosophy Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A. (Hons) Hindi 
Patrakarita 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Hindi from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
                                                      OR 
Combination II: Hindi from List A + SECTION III of CUET (General 
Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 

B.A. (Hons.) Journalism Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: English from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 
+ Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 

OR 
Combination II: English from List A + SECTION III of CUET (General 
Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 

B.A. Hons. (Humanities and 
Social Sciences) 
 
(offered by Cluster 
Innovation Centre) 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A1 + Any three subjects out of which at 
least two should be from List B1 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects.  

B.A.(Hons.) Geography 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A.(Hons.) History 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A.(Hons.) Political Science 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
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Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A.(Hons.) Social Work 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A.(Hons.) Sociology Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 + 
Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A.(Hons.) Economics Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + Any two subjects 
out of which one should be from List B1 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 

B.A. (Hons.) Multi-Media 
and Mass Communication 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Mass Media/Mass 
Communication + SECTION III of CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects.  

Five Year Integrated 
Program in Journalism 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I : English from List A + SECTION III of CUET (General 
Test) 

OR 
Combination II : Hindi from List A + SECTION III of CUET (General 
Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 

B.A. (Program) Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 

OR 
Combination II: Any one language from List A + SECTION III of CUET 
(General Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET score obtained from any of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 
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UG Programs in Vocational Courses 

B.A. (Vocational Studies) Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2. 
                                                     OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from the 
above-mentioned combination of subjects. 
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 

B.Voc. (Printing Technology) 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2. 
                                                     OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from the 
above-mentioned combination of subjects. 
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 

B.Voc. (Health Care 
Management) 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2. 
                                                     OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from the 
above-mentioned combination of subjects. 
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 

B.Voc. (Retail Management 
and IT) 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I:Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2. 
                                                     OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from the 
above-mentioned combination of subjects. 
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 
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B.Voc. (Banking Operations) Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2. 
                                                     OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from the 
above-mentioned combination of subjects. 
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 

B.Voc. (Web Designing) 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I : Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + 
Any two subjects out of which one is from List B1 
                                                            OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + 
SECTION III of CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 

B.Voc. (Software 
Development) 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I : Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + 
Any two subjects out of which one is from List B1 
                                                            OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + 
SECTION III of CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combinations of subjects. 
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 
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UG Programs in Music and Fine Arts 

Minimum Eligibility 

All Programs The candidate must have studied and passed Class XII 
Examination or its equivalent from a single recognized board. 

 

 

 
B.A. (Hons) in Hindustani Music- 
Vocal/ Instrumental (Sitar/ 
Sarod/ Guitar/ Violin/ Santoor 
 
B.A. (Hons) in Karnatak Music- 
Vocal/ Instrumental (Veena/ 
Violin) 
 
B.A. (Hons) in Hindustani Music – 
Percussion (Tabla/ Pakhawaj) 

Candidates must appear in both CUET and Performance-based 
test. 

Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Performing Arts 
from List B2 + Any two subjects out of which one should be 
from List B1  

OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Any two 
subjects from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or 
List B2 

And 
 

Performance-Based Test 
 
Merit will be calculated by considering the ‘Combined CUET 
score (50% weightage) and Performance-based test score (50% 
weightage)’  
 
CUET score will be the best score obtained from any one of the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects.  
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UG Programs in Commerce, Business Studies and Management 

Minimum Eligibility 

All Programs The candidate must have studied and passed Class XII 
Examination or its equivalent from a single recognized board. 

 

  

B. Com. (Hons.) Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + Any 
two subjects out of which at least one should be from List B1 
                                                    ……… 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Any three subjects 
out of which at least two should be from List B1 
                                                    OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + Business Studies + 
Any two subjects out of which at least one should be from List B1 
                                                     OR 
Combination III: Any one Language from List A + Accountancy + 
Any two subjects out of which at least one should be from List B1 
[To be finalized] 
 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects.  

B. Com. Candidates must appear in CUET in any of the following subject 
combinations: 
Combination I: Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects 
from List B1 + Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2 
                                                         OR 
Combination II: Any one Language from List A + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the best CUET scores obtained from any of 
the above-mentioned combinations of subjects.  
Note: As the weightage of the CUET Sections is not the same, 
appropriate proration will be done. 

Bachelor of Management 
Studies [BMS] 
 
 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects.  

Bachelor of Business 
Administration (Financial 
Investment Analysis) 
[BBA(FIA)] 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
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Bachelor of Business 
Economics [BBE] 

Candidates must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination: 
Any one Language from List A + Mathematics + SECTION III of 
CUET (General Test) 
Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the above-
mentioned combination of subjects. 
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UG Program in Education 
 

Minimum Eligibility 

As per NCTE 2014 regulations, the candidates must have obtained 50% marks in aggregate in the 
Class XII examination. 

 

  

Bachelor of Elementary 
Education (B.El.Ed.) 

Candidate must appear in CUET in the following subject 
combination:  

Any one Language from List A + Any two subjects from List B1 
+ Any one subject from either List B1 or List B2  

Merit will be based on the CUET scores obtained from the 
above-mentioned combinations of subjects.  
 

 

 


